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Lost Star Catalogue of Hipparchus
- fragments discovered beneath religious texts

Saint Catherine’s Monastery on the Sinai Peninsula in Egypt
(Credit: Joonas Plaan - https://www.flickr.com/photos/masterplaan/2943447419/sizes/l, CC BY 2.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=5709086)

The Greek astronomer and mathematician, Hipparchus of Nicaea (c.190 - c.120 BCE), famous for
his discovery of the precession of the equinoxes, is
considered one of the greatest astronomers of antiquity. He also compiled the first comprehensive star
catalogue of the western world, but we only knew of
this catalogue by reputation. No work of Hipparchus,
apart from his Commentary on the Phaenomena of
Aratus and Eudoxus, seemed to have survived.
Now however, fragments of his Catalogue have
come to light through multispectral imaging of the ancient Greek palimpsest known as the Codex Climaci
Rescriptus. This codex is datable to the 5 th or 6th century CE and largely originates from the Library of St
Catherine’s monastery on the Sinai Peninsula, Egypt

(pictured above). Palimpsests are parchments from
which writing has been partially or completely erased
to make room for another text. An open access paper
published in the latest issue of the Journal for the History of Astronomy (v. 53(4) 383-93), by Gysembergh,
Williams, and Zingg, gives a fascinating account of
how text from Hipparchus’ long-lost treasure has been
revealed, scrubbed out beneath later religious texts.
Analysis confirms that Hipparchus compiled his star
tables on the basis of equatorial coordinates. It also
shows that Ptolemy’s catalogue was not simply a copy
of the significantly more accurate Hipparchus version.
The coordinates are said to be accurate to within 1 degree for the epoch of the catalogue (c.129 BCE).

SHA website: http://www.shastro.org.uk/
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FUTURE SHA MEETINGS
2023 SPRING CONFERENCE
It is intended that this will be on Sat 25 Mar 2023 or
Sat 1 Apr 2023 in Cambridge at 10 am–5 pm. The
venue, hopefully, will be the Institute of Astronomy,
but this is still to be finalised.
A list of speakers and presentations will be circulated
as soon as practicable.

2023 SUMMER PICNIC
The traditional summer picnic will be held in Jun/Jul
2023 (location yet to be decided).

2023 AGM AND AUTUMN CONFERENCE
This will be on Sat 21 Oct 2023 at 10 am–5 pm at
the Birmingham & Midland Institute, 9 Margaret St,
Birmingham, B3 3BS.
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SHA COUNCIL
The current SHA Officers & Council are:

Honorary Council Members
Hon President Dr Allan Chapman
Hon Vice-Presidents Dr Emily Winterburn, Prof.
Mike Edmunds

Council Members
Chairman Gerard Gilligan
Vice-Chair (& e-News Editor) David Sellers
General Secretary Mike Leggett
Treasurer Geoff King
Membership Secretary Graham Jones
Editor, SHA Bulletin Kevin Walsh
Publicity Officer Mike Leggett
Survey Coordinator Kevin Johnson
Online Editor John Chuter
Librarian James Dawson
Meetings Secretary vacant

Co-opted Officers (non-Council)
ONLINE MEETINGS
Free online evening presentations for members (using
‘Zoom’):

Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer Ian Ridpath
Asst. Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer Peter
Morris
Archivist John Chuter
Assistant Librarian Carolyn Bedwell

Sat 19 Nov 2022 (12.00 noon)
Title: William Herschel (1738-1822) – Discoverer of
the Deep Sky
Speaker: Wolfgang Steinicke

SHA COUNCIL MEETINGS
The next SHA Council meeting, via ‘Zoom’, is on:
Sat 4 Feb 2023 11 am
When physical meetings are able to resume, SHA
members are very welcome to attend Council meetings as observers. Please let the General Secretary
know in advance, if you wish to do so.

he obtained a doctorate from the University of Hamburg with a dissertation on 19th-century deep-sky observations, which was published by Cambridge University Press in 2010 as Observing and Cataloguing
Nebulae and Star Clusters: From Herschel to Dreyer’s
New General Catalogue. Steinicke is Director of the
History of Astronomy Section of the German Vereinigung der Sternfreunde (Association of Amateur Astronomers) and is the author of ten books (in German
and English).
Dr Wolfgang Steinicke studied physics and mathematics in Germany, later specializing in Astrophysics,
General Relativity and Quantum Mechanics. In 2008,
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SHA 2022 Autumn Conference at the BMI
report by Gerard Gilligan
tainty and concerns in connection with the Covid-19
pandemic, and a regional rail strike, sixty members
had booked to attend.
Enjoyable presentations were given on a wide variety of topics. Following the brief business session (the
AGM) in the morning, we heard: Clive Davehall on
Charles Piazzi Smyth and the Great Pyramid: Pyramids, Photography and Pseudoscience; and Daniel
Belteki on The Winter of Raw Computers: the history
of the lunar and planetary reductions of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.

Gerard Gilligan chairs the AGM at the beginning of
the day’s events (image: Les Jepson)
For the first time in three years, the Council and
members of the Society for the History of Astronomy,
gathered together in person at the AGM on 22 Oct
2022 to review the previous 12 months. The associated
Autumn Conference at the Birmingham & Midland
Institute (BMI) concluded the celebrations marking
twenty years since the Society’s foundation at Oxford
University in June 2002. Despite continued uncer-

Following a refuelling stop for lunch at the BMI
cafeteria, which had been opened especially for the
conference, the lecture program continued with Christopher Taylor on The Astronomers and the Birth of
Atomic Physics; and Mike Leggett, the Hon General
Secretary of the SHA, speaking on The Billingborough
Astronomer: Star Colours and Edward Iszatt Essam.
During the day, delegates were able to visit the SHA
library, situated within the BMI, and were also treated
to an extensive sale of surplus books from the library,
and also a “freebie” desk with all the items free to take
and enjoy. The new series of SHA booklets were also
available and on sale.

Speakers at the conference (left to right): Daniel Belteki, Christopher Taylor, Clive Davenhall, Allan
Chapman, and Mike Leggett (image: David Sellers)
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Some of the attendees in the Lyttelton Theatre at the Birmingham and Midland Institute on 22 Oct 2022
The enjoyable day was brought to a close with an entertaining presentation by Dr Chapman, who despite
health troubles and mobility concerns, delivered a
sixty minute plus talk (in his usual way, with no notes
involved, but lots of cups of tea!) on Sir John Herschel
1792-1871 – The Universal Philosopher of the Age;
Astronomer, Scholar, and the pioneer of photography.
It was a wonderful way to bring the day’s events and
lectures to a conclusion. In thanks for not just his presentation, but for his twenty years services and support
to the SHA, Dr Chapman was presented by Chairman
Gerard Gilligan with a 3D sculpture from the Crystal
Nebulae company of the Milky Way.
Other awards presented on the day, were: the Peter

David Sellers with the Peter Hingley Award
(image: Carolyn Bedwell)

Hingley Award, presented to David Sellers, for his outstanding work overseeing the production and publication of the current SHA booklet series, quickly and at
reduced costs; and the Madeline Cox Award for the
best article published in the SHA bulletin during the
past year, was award to the Prag brothers for their excellent article that charted the story of their father and
the Prag Sundial at Westminster College.
With thanks to the SHA Council members for helping on the day, speakers and honoured guests, plus all
delegates who attended. Special thanks also to Dan and
all the staff at the BMI for kind assistance.
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THE ANTIQUARIAN ASTRONOMER
Issue 16 of The Antiquarian Astronomer was published in May 2022 and has been sent to all members.

The next issue of the e-News is due in early February
2023. If you know of any meetings, publications, exhibitions or events pertaining to the history of astronomy
that might interest other members, please email brief
details to the Editor (David Sellers).

Back issues and guidelines for contributions are
available from the e-News web page.

SHA BULLETIN
Issue 37 of the Bulletin (Spring 2022) was distributed to SHA members during late May. Issue 38 is due
in November 2022.

The latest issue contains seven substantial papers, including: part two of Paul Haley’s three-part series on
Maria Mitchell; Jean-René Roy’s commemoration of
the life and work of Adelaide Ames, who died 90 years
ago at the tragically young age of 32; and an investigation by Cormac O’Raifeartaigh into an error by Einstein preserved on a blackboard that he used during a
lecture at Oxford in 1931 (as seen on the cover above).
Issue 17 should be published in June/July 2023.
Members and others wishing to submit material for
future issues of The Antiquarian Astronomer should
contact the Editor (Ian Ridpath) at aaeditor@shastro.org.uk. Guidance for authors and some
back issues can be found on The Antiquarian Astronomer web page.

VOLUNTEER A PRESENTATION?
Contributions to the Bulletin are most welcome, including letters which can be on any aspect of the Society or the history of astronomy.
Back issues (except for the last 2 years) and guidelines for contributions are available from the Bulletin
web page.
It is usually prudent to check with the Editor (Kevin
Walsh) before preparing items where duplication is a
possibility (e.g. book reviews).

Do you have a mini-presentation that you would
like to make to an online SHA meeting? The SHA
Council would like to organise occasional online
meetings featuring several short talks, where members can present topics that they have been researching. If you have something up your sleeve
and would like to give it a go, please let our Meetings Secretary (Acting), know:
Meetings@shastro.org.uk
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SHA LIBRARY NEWS
The SHA library now has almost 3000 books dedicated to the history of astronomy and related subjects,
numerous journals, as well as miscellaneous items including letters, meeting programmes, conference proceedings and the like.
Outside the legal deposit libraries, the SHA Library
has one of the most extensive history of astronomy
collections in any library in the British Isles. It is
unique in having a collecting policy, totally focussed
on history of astronomy, that includes not only the latest popular and scholarly works, but also the active
acquisition of second-hand books, astronomical
ephemera, and the preservation of the works of lesser
known British astronomers and authors.
Due to the internal reorganisation within the Birmingham and Midland Institute (BMI), we’ve had to
relocate the SHA Library out of the Benson Room
where it has resided since 2004. Our library has a temporary residence in a purpose built enclosure in the
John Lee Lecture Theatre of the BMI.
We continue to look for and obtain new items for the
Library and a list of the latest acquisitions is given below. If you have anything you’d like to donate to the
Library please let us know.

There are a number of books which I’ve not yet
had time to catalogue so the number of acquisitions is lower than usual.
Books acquired since the last issue:
Atkinson, Stuart, Fearon Fallows 1789-1831
(nd)
Heath, Alan W., Memoirs of an Astronomer,
Naturalist and Weather Recorder (2022)
Jones, Brian (ed.), Yearbook of Astronomy 2023
(2022)

BMI (Birmingham): home of the SHA Library
please do contact James and Carolyn who would love
to hear from you.

IS THIS REALLY ROBERT BALL?
Whilst hunting online for something, I stumbled
across a photograph purporting to be a young Robert
Stawell Ball (below left). The accompanying text to
the image reads “Possibly a portrait of Sir Robert
Stawell Ball (1840-1913) as a young man. By Werner
of 39 Grafton St. Dublin. In pencil on back 'Lady Ball,
The Observatory'.”
I am no forensic expert, but I think there are a number of features which suggest this is two different people. There appears to be a bump on the bridge of the
nose in the younger man, not seen in other images of
the real Robert Ball. The young man’s forehead and
bridge of the nose seem
to follow a similar
straight line, whereas
the brow line in Robert
Ball dips in where the
nose meets the forehead; the tip of Robert’s

Mann, William, The Cape diary and letters of
William Mann, astronomer and mountaineer:
1839-1843 (1989)
The catalogue of books in the library is available
and a link to this can be found on the library page
of the SHA's website as a downloadable Excel
spreadsheet – if you have trouble viewing the catalogue let us know and we can arrange to send it to
you in an alternative format.
If you want to know more about the library or its
stock, or if you'd like help with your research or finding a book or article, or other library-related matter,

above: University of
Cambridge, Institute of
Astronomy; right: Wikimedia Commons
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nose is also is fine and his nostrils open forwards,
whereas the young man has a slightly bulbous tip to
his nose and his nostrils open facing downwards. The
ear lobs are also different; the young man has well defined ear lobes [in a way that suggests he can roll his
tongue], whereas the real Robert has no defined ear
lobes, they attach directly to his cheek [as though he
can’t roll his tongue]. I just don’t think the young man
is Robert Stawell Ball.
Despite what is written on the reverse of the photograph, I don’t think this resembles Robert Ball. I’ve
put another photograph of Robert Ball in later life
alongside. What do e-News readers think? Is this
Robert Ball, and if not, who is it? Please let me know.
James Dawson, SHA Librarian
library@shastro.org.uk

A WORD FROM THE CHAIR

Hello. As always
I do hope that this
message finds you
well and that the
present uncertainties for the winter
months ahead are
not a concern for
you. Hopefully, it’s
not a choice of either keeping warm
or putting food on the table in the days and weeks
ahead. But enough of this negativity! As I write this
message I am preparing for the 2022 Annual General
Meeting, plus Autumn Conference. Yes, a three year
wait for the Society membership to meet at the end of
the year, and review the previous twelve months.
I can say that despite a world pandemic, European
conflict, national transport disruption, plus the increased pressure of the cost of living on many families,
businesses and organisations, the Society for the History of Astronomy has survived, and dare I say is a bit
stronger. During these difficult times, the SHA has
celebrated the great success of the first twenty years
since its foundation in the summer of 2002.
However, to enable the society to build on the current position—a strong organisation with excellent
meetings, webinars, events, and publications—I repeat
my warm invitation to all SHA members to be more
involved in the running of the society, and consider
joining the SHA Council. We do need “new blood”,
and yes maybe additional fresh faces around the coun-
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cil table! You do get a free lunch on days when Council meets.
Sadly, I have heard news of some long-established
groups and organisations with connections to the science of astronomy, which have unfortunately stopped
activities, forced to be dissolved. This was either due
to lack of membership support or maybe financial difficulties brought on by the Covid pandemic (which
continues to be a concern), or the increasing cost of
living and keeping a roof over our many heads!
Vital to keeping our collective heads above water
have been the present Society Council members, many
with important jobs and roles to perform on your behalf. These roles are carried out on a voluntary basis,
when personal/working time allows. I cannot thank
them enough for their help and support. A great, hardworking team of people, but don’t take my word for it:
why not join them?
As the present year nears its end, we can as a Society
look forward to great plans for our 21 st year, with new
meetings, places of astronomical history to visit, and
new publications to appear in 2023 and beyond. So I
hope you do renew your membership for another year,
which may contain a few uphill struggles for the Society. But with your continued support for meetings/events, continued membership, the society in turn
will support your own research, interests, and enjoyment in the historical aspects of the great science of
astronomy.
Fellow members, I send my best wishes and kind regards.
Take care –

Gerard Gilligan, SHA Chair

NEW MEMBERS
We are pleased to give a warm welcome to the
following new members who have joined since the
previous issue of SHA e-News:
Prof. Yunli Shi

CHINA

Mr Robert Smith

WARWICK

Mr Bob McNaught

LYMINGTON

Mrs Carol Bryan

WATERLOOVILLE

Dr Joe Bassi

USA

Mr Martin Filsak

STOURBRIDGE

Mr Sam Winterburn

LEEDS

Mr Graham Bates

HARROW

Prof. Randall Stevenson EDINBURGH
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SHA BOOKLET SERIES
Three titles in the SHA’s occasional booklet series
have been published so far. One on Jeremiah Horrocks (2020), by Sidney B Gaythorpe, one on William
Lassell (2021), by Gerard Gilligan, and one for the
SHA 20th Anniversary (2022) by various authors.
These are available for purchase at SHA events (£8
each for the first two; £10 for the last one). For further
details, please contact Gerard Gilligan.
The next planned booklet in the series will be on Sir
George Airy, by Allan Chapman, and is already in
preparation for early 2023 publication.

SHA RESEARCH GRANTS
SHA Small Research Grants are available for the period 1 Nov 2021 to 31 Oct 2022 and applications are
solicited. The total amount allocated by the Council for
the current round is £1500. These grants are made
available to provide limited financial support for
members’ research.
Links to the application form and regulations for applicants are available on the Society’s web site. Applications must be made using the application form. Appended to the regulations are some guidelines for
completing the case for support that forms part of
every application.

COUNCIL VOLUNTEERS INVITED
Would you like to be involved in helping the SHA
to develop? We need extra volunteers. Please
email the Chair (Gerard Gilligan) to find out more.
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FORTHCOMING BOOKS NOTICED
Cosmology in the Early Modern Age: A Web of
Ideas, by Paolo Bussotti and Brunello Lotti
(Springer), Dec 2022, pp.351 (hardback, £99.99),
ISBN 9783031121944
This volume addresses the
history and epistemology of
early modern cosmology as a
paradigmatic example of the
intersections of scientific
theories and philosophical
issues. The authors
reconstruct the development
of cosmological ideas in the
age of the ‘scientific
revolution’ from Copernicus
to Leibniz, taking into
account the growth of a
unified celestial-and-terrestrial mechanics. The volume
investigates how, in the rise of the new science,
cosmology displayed deep and multifaceted
interrelations between philosophical concepts and
scientific notions stemming from mechanics,
mathematics and astronomy. Philosophical ideas were
often employed to frame a general picture of the
universe, as well as to criticize and interpret scientific
notions and observational data. This interdisciplinary
work reconstructs a conceptual web pervaded by
various intellectual attitudes and drives. It presents a
historical-epistemological itinerary which includes
Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, Descartes, Huygens,
Newton and Leibniz. For each of these authors, a
presentation and commentary of their cosmological
views is provided, and outlines of their most relevant
physical concepts are given. Furthermore, the
philosophical and epistemological implications of their
scientific works are highlighted.
Cosmic Roots: The Conflict Between Science and
Religion and How it Led to the Secular Age, by Ira
Mark Egdall (World Scientific Publishing), Nov 2022,
pp.512 (paperback, £44.34), ISBN 9789811252471
This book focuses on the
history of cosmology and
its sister science astronomy. For it was discoveries
within these great disciplines which first led to the
conflict between science
and religion. The story begins with the cosmological
beliefs of the ancients from the flat Earth models
of the Sumerians and He-
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brews to the Greek notion of the orbits of planets as
divine circles. Topics progress from Aristotle and
Ptolemy’s integrated planetary models to the Suncentred cosmologies of Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler,
and the Isaac Newton. Their combined scientific
achievements stand as testimony to the power and
imagination of the human mind.
The narrative also traces the roots of Western religion,
based on historical events and archaeological evidence.
It takes us on a captivating journey through Western
religious history - from ancient paganism to the ethical
monotheism of the Hebrews, Christians, and Moslems.
Along the way, we follow the rise and fall of civilizations, of empires, cycles of war and peace, unification
and division.
The book concludes with how Darwin came up with
his theory of evolution and the impact of modern physics on religious beliefs. The cumulative effect of the
scientific discoveries presented in Cosmic Roots has,
for better or for worse, led to the separation of science
and religion we see in Western culture today.
Astronomy of Ancient Egypt, by Juan Antonio Belmonte and José Lull (Springer), Jan 2023, pp.1024
(hardback, £129.99), ISBN 9783031118289
This book is a comprehensive reference on ancient
Egyptian astronomy. Written by two recognized
specialists—one an astronomer trained in Egyptology, and the other an
Egyptologist trained in
astronomy—it synthesizes
and analyses the international body of research
surrounding this ancient
culture.
The chapters in this work
address all major topics in the field, including Egyptian cosmogony and worldview, timekeeping devices
and calendars, land- and skyscapes, astronomyinfluenced architecture, chronology and more. Each
chapter includes an introduction, an overview of the
existing documentation on the subject, a critical discussion of ongoing debates and questions, and a presentation of state-of-the-art research.
Straddling the line between Egyptology and astronomy, this multidisciplinary book will appeal to any
scholar or specialist interested in studying ancient
Egyptian astronomy.
Astronomer, Cartographer and Naturalist of the
New World: The Life and Scholarly Achievements
of Georg Marggrafe (1610-1643) in Colonial Dutch
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Brazil, by Oscar Matsuura and Huib Zuidervaart (eds)
(Amsterdam University Press), Nov 2022. 192 (paperback, £15.00), ISBN 9789463722285
Georg Marggrafe (16101643) is today hailed as the
principal author of an influential account of the natural
history of Northern Brazil
and as compiler of the first
accurate map of the area,
which is considered as one
of the most elegant products
of seventeenth-century
Dutch cartography. But initially he had the ambition to
become known in astronomy. With the support
Johan Maurits van Nassau-Siegen, then governorgeneral of colonial Dutch Brazil, he built in Recife the
first European-style astronomical observatory on the
South-American continent, where he systematically
charted the southern stars. He intended to supplement
the famous astronomer Tycho Brahe, who charted the
Northern sky half a century before. But Marggrafe’s
untimely death (and the negligence of a Leiden professor) prevented the publication of his valuable observations. As a result, Marggrafe did not achieve fame in
astronomy, but instead became famous for his equally
remarkable other achievements.
This book presents Marggrafe’s stunning biography
and is supplemented by a text edition of his astronomical legacy, prepared for the printing press in the 1650s,
but only now finalized.
Leonhard Euler and the Foundations of Celestial
Mechanics, by Dora Musielak (Springer), Dec 2022,
pp.236 (hardback, £119.99), ISBN 9783031123214
The intention of this
book is to shine a bright
light on the intellectual
context of Euler’s
contributions to physics
and mathematical
astronomy. Leonhard
Euler is one of the most
important figures in the
history of science: a
blind genius who
introduced mathematical
concepts and many
analytical tools to help
us understand and
describe the universe. Euler also made a monumental
contribution to astronomy and orbital mechanics,
developing what he called astronomia mechanica.
Orbital mechanics of artificial satellites and spacecraft
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is based on Euler’s analysis of astromechanics.
However, previous books have often neglected many
of his discoveries in this field. For example, orbital
mechanics texts refer to the five equilibrium points in
the Sun-Earth-Moon system as Lagrange points,
failing to credit Euler who first derived the differential
equations for the general n-body problem and who
discovered the three collinear points in the three-body
problem of celestial mechanics. These equilibrium
points are essential today in space exploration; the
James Webb Space Telescope (successor to the
Hubble), for example, now orbits the Sun near L2, one
of the collinear points of the Sun-Earth-Moon system,
while future missions to study the universe will place
observatories in orbit around Sun-Earth and EarthMoon equilibrium points that should be properly called
Euler-Lagrange points. In this book, the author uses
Euler’s memoirs, correspondence, and other scholarly
sources to explore how he established the
mathematical groundwork for the rigorous study of
motion in our Solar System. The reader will learn how
he studied comets and eclipses, derived planetary
orbits, and pioneered the study of planetary
perturbations, and how, old and blind, Euler put
forward the most advanced lunar theory of his time.
Alfonsine Astronomy: The Written Record, by
Richard Kremer, Mathieu Husson and José Chabás
(eds) (Brepols), Oct 2022, pp.426 (hardback, £98.20),
ISBN 9782503595207
Compiled between 1262
and 1272 in Toledo under
the patronage of Alfonso
X, the Castilian Alfonsine
Tables were recast in
Paris in the 1320s,
resulting in what we now
call the Parisian
Alfonsine Tables. These
materials circulated
widely and fostered
astronomical activities
throughout Europe. This
resulted in a significant
number of new works, of which there are a few
hundred, extant in more than 600 manuscript codices
and dozens of printed editions. These manuscripts and
imprints, broadly contemporary to the works they
witness, comprise the written record of Alfonsine
astronomy and provide the focus of this volume.
A first series of essays examines individual
manuscripts containing Alfonsine works. The authors
seek to reconstruct, from the manuscript evidence, the
cultural, astronomical and mathematical worlds in
which the manuscripts were initially copied, compiled,
used and collected. A second series of essays turns
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from the particular codex to the individual work or
author. These contributions ask how particular works
have been transmitted in surviving manuscript
witnesses and how broader manuscript cultures shaped
the diffusion, over two centuries, of Alfonsine
astronomy across Europe. A final essay reflects on the
challenges and opportunities offered by digital
humanities approaches in such collective studies of a
large manuscript corpus.

RECENT BOOKS MISSED
A Brief History of Black Holes: And why nearly
everything you know about them is wrong, by
Becky Smethurst (Pan Macmillan), Sep 2022, pp.288
(hardback, £20.00), ISBN 9781529086706
The Earth goes around the
Sun, and the Sun goes
around the centre of the
Milky Way: a supermassive black hole - the
strangest and most misunderstood phenomenon in
the galaxy.
In A Brief History of
Black Holes University of
Oxford astrophysicist, Dr
Becky Smethurst, charts
the
scientific
breakthroughs that have uncovered the weird and wonderful world of black holes,
from the collapse of massive stars to the iconic first
photographs of a black hole in 2019.
A cosmic tale of discovery, you’ll learn: why black
holes aren’t really ‘black’, that you never ever want to
be ‘spaghettified’, how black holes are more like sofa
cushions than hoovers, and why beyond the event horizon, the future is a direction in space rather than in
time. Full of wit and learning, this captivating book
explains why black holes contain the secrets to the
most profound questions about our universe.
A History of Scientific Journals: Publishing at the
Royal Society, 1665-2015, by Aileen Fyfe, Noah
Moxham, Julie McDougall-Waters, and Camilla Mørk
Røstvik (UCL Press), Oct 2022, pp.664 (PDF, Open
Access, FREE TO DOWNLOAD), ISBN
9781800082328
Modern scientific research has changed so much since
Isaac Newton’s day: it is more professional, collaborative and international, with more complicated equipment and a more diverse community of researchers.
Yet the use of scientific journals to report, share and
store results is a thread that runs through the history of
science from Newton’s day to ours. Scientific journals
are now central to academic research and careers.
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Their editorial and peerreview processes act as a
check on new claims and
findings, and researchers
build their careers on the
list of journal articles they
have published. The journal that reported Newton’s
optical experiments still
exists. First published in
1665, and now fully digital, the Philosophical
Transactions has carried
papers by Charles Darwin,
Dorothy Hodgkin and
Stephen Hawking. It is now one of eleven journals
published by the Royal Society of London.
Unrivalled insights from the Royal Society’s comprehensive archives have enabled the authors to investigate more than 350 years of scientific journal publishing. The editorial management, business practices and
financial difficulties of the Philosophical Transactions
and its sibling Proceedings reveal the meaning and
purpose of journals in a changing scientific community. At a time when we are surrounded by calls to reform the academic publishing system, it has never
been more urgent that we understand its history.

Note: The descriptions of the books above are largely
taken from the publishers. They are not reviews and do
not imply endorsement by the SHA.

Dr David Brand
We are very sad to report the recent death of SHA
member David Brand, from Hove in Brighton. David
had been due to give a much anticipated presentation
on The Planet Vulcan – the Twists & Turns in our Understanding of the Heliocentric Solar System to our
Autumn Conference this year.

SHA PUBLICITY STALLS
The SHA held publicity stalls at the following venues/events:
Fri 14 – Sat 15 Oct 2022: The International Astronomy Show, Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire, CV8 2LH
Sun 16 Oct 2022: Cronton Sun, Moon and Stars,
(Knowsley, Liverpool)
Mon 17 Oct 2022: Nene Valley AS
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WEB-LINKS NOTICED
Materials for the History of Science
To celebrate the career in museums of Prof. Liba Taub
(Director of the Whipple Museum for the History of
Science), the Whipple Museum has published a festschrift volume that explores some of the many objects
acquired during her tenure. Friends, students, and colleagues from around the world were invited to write a
short ‘label’ for an object of their choice.
The book is now available for free download as a PDF
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Jeremiah Horrocks Observatory on
BBC TV’s ‘Antiques Road Trip’
On 29 Sep 2022 the Jeremiah Horrocks Observatory
appeared on the BBC1 programme Antiques Road
Trip. The show has antiques experts competing to earn
the most money from an antiques auction. As an interlude, one of the presenters visits a site of local interest.
This recent programme was partly based in Preston, so
the producers chose the Jeremiah Horrocks Observatory as the local interest location.
Observatory Director, Professor Derek WardThompson, explained the history of the Observatory
and some of the life story of Jeremiah Horrocks and
the story of the Venus transit.
In addition, Graham McLoughlin from the SHA and
Preston and District Astronomical Society demonstrated how to safely observe the Sun and showed
some sunspots.
The clip can be viewed here.

OTHER MEETINGS, COURSES &
EXHIBITIONS NOTICED (non-SHA)
BAA Historical Section Meeting
Sat 20 May 2023 (10.00 am - 5 pm)
file.

NASA’s Voyager Mission: Remastered
A video reminder of how very close we came to
Voyager 1 not making it to Jupiter, and hence Voyager
2 would not have been enabled to go on to Uranus and
Neptune within that very rare launch window. We
would not then have visited those ice giants in our life
times, and that in turn would have left a huge gap in
our understanding and modelling of the zoo of
exoplanets being discovered…

11th Conference on the Inspiration
of Astronomical Phenomena
Videos, posters and other documents from the various sessions at the Sep 2022 INSAP Conference (held
at the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena) are
now available to see online. These include lots of material relating to the history of astronomy.

Venue: Birmingham & Midland Institute, 9 Margaret
St, Birmingham, B3 3BS.
The keynote speaker will be Andrew Lound.

After Hours with Historia Coelestis
10 Nov 2022 (7 pm CT = UT-6)
Online event at Linda Hall Library
In the spring of 1716, the Astronomer Royal, John
Flamsteed, built a pyre on Greenwich Hill near the
Royal Observatory. From a safe vantage point, he
watched with satisfaction as pages from a book he
wrote went up in flames, calling them a good “sacrifice
to TRUTH.” This was not done in a fit of frustration
with his research, but rather to take back control of
work that he felt had been stolen from him. The 1712
edition of Historia Coelestis, though large, expensive,
and beautifully printed, went to press prematurely
against Flamsteed’s wishes. The series of events that
led to Flamsteed’s furious burning of the copies of that
edition involved some of the most powerful members
of the early Royal Society, including Isaac Newton and
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Edmond Halley, all embroiled in professional jealousy,
intellectual theft, and clandestine printing.
Join scholar Adrian Johns and the Library’s Vice
President for Special Collections Jason W. Dean
online as they explore the scholarship, personality conflicts, and crime embodied in the Library’s copy of the
1712 book, one of approximately a dozen that still survives.

SHA SURVEY UPDATE
New names from SHA members include John
Phillips (1831-1914) from Bill Barton. Not to be
confused with the better-known Oxford academic,
Phillips was a railway engineer, working in Hereford,
who built his own telescopes – the largest a 15-inch
reflector. Another name brought to my attention by
James Dawson, was John Willoughby Meares (18711946), an electrical engineer whose career was spent in
India, but lived briefly in Brighton where he observed
with a modest telescope. A founder member of the
BAA, and fellow of the RAS, he continued his
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observations in India where he viewed a solar eclipse
in 1896. The article identifying Meares highlighted an
issue in that other Sussex astronomers were
mentioned. However, too few details were provided to
include in the survey as no viable sources could be
readily uncovered. This raises the issue as to whether
we need separate pages on the survey for unknown
astronomers that need further details for verification.
Another entry from James is George Hole (1912-86) a
talented optical engineer whose optics include a 24inch reflector that made an appearance on the Sky at
Night (1961).
Two new astronomers were uncovered after I tried
to research the history of a 12-inch Calver reflector,
now under the custodianship of the North Norfolk
Astronomy Society. It was said that the telescope had
been formerly owned by Walter Goodacre (18561938), a London businessman and avid lunar observer
who owned several Calver reflectors, the largest being
an 18-inch instrument. The large Calver reflector then
drew my attention to Sydney Turner Klein (18531930) who established a private observatory at his
home in Stanmore, Middlesex, which is illustrated in
in Denning’s 1891 work on telescopic observation. The
observatory was subsequently moved to Surrey, and
may have been acquired by Goodacre – his telescope
ended up in Japan where it awaits restoration. Another
chance discovery, is Samuel Chatwood (1831-1907), a
business man who acquired the 9.5-inch Cooke
refractor of Isaac Fletcher, and installed it in an
observatory attached to his home. It now resides in
New Zealand at the Ward Observatory, Wanganui. The
final new astronomer uncovered is Maurice Anderson
Ainslie (1869-1951), a teacher and naval instructor. A
fellow of the RAS he was head of the Saturn section at
the BAA and later president.
Kevin Johnson (Survey Coordinator)
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SHA CALENDAR 2022-23
MONTH
2022
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY

JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
2023
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR

SHA EVENT OR PUBLICATION

VENUE

SHA Online Lecture No.7, by Dr Philipp Nothaft (26 Jan)
SHA e-News (1-5 Feb)
SHA Spring Conference (12 Mar)
SHA Bulletin 37 (1 Apr)
SHA e-News (1-5 May)
SHA Online Lecture No.8, by Brother Guy Consolmagno (9
May)
The Antiquarian Astronomer 16
SHA Online anniversary event (29 Jun)
SHA Summer Picnic (25 Jun)
SHA e-News (1-5 Aug)
SHA Online Lecture No.9, by Prof. Wayne Orchiston &
Darunee Lingling Orchiston (3 Sep)
SHA AGM & Autumn Conference (22 Oct)
SHA e-News (1-5 Nov)
SHA Online Lecture No.10 by Wolfgang Steinicke (19 Nov)
SHA Bulletin 38 (mid-Dec)

Via ‘Zoom’

SHA e-News (1-5 Feb)
SHA Spring Conference (25 Mar or 1 Apr)
SHA Bulletin 39 (1 Apr)

A series of proposed SHA
bookmarks to be printed
soon, for publicity purposes

Birmingham

Via ‘Zoom’

Via ‘Zoom’
Bath
Via ‘Zoom’
Birmingham
Via ‘Zoom’

Cambridge?

